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Abstract: In this paper a conceptual analysis is developed, encompassing a rather 

large scientific range, of the identity clashes and its components and not in the least it is 

introduced the multiculturalism and its role as a peace-making factor and a solution 

provider. 

The conflicts between identities are hierarchically classified by the time honoured 

scientific instruments and criteria, commencing from the most serious and legitimate 

sources in this field. 

The scientific approach is built in a systematic multi-disciplinary attempt, meant to 

identify both the favouring inner causes of the identity clash, and the real context of their 

ways of making manifest. The particular and axiological  elements are supplemented with 

historical, geopolitical and sociologic  landmarks, in their dynamical nature. The 

independence of the identity clash actuality is therefore tackled from the angle of 

globalization and democracy-based changing processes in the life of the society, of a new 

economic geography of the states and the states’ need of security against the grand 

backdrop of vanishing of the economic walls between nations. 

Furthermore, in this paper are introduced the solutions  required for stopping the 

identity clashes and inhibiting their spiralling up dynamics. 

The axiological mutations and the ideological  extremism are here taken in 

consideration related to the geopolitical transformations and polarizations of a 

socioeconomic nature. Also are examined with critical eye the religious extremism 

phenomena, separatism, nationalism, anarchy and social anomy, regional insecurity. 

The multiculturalism, observance of human rights, the development of the 

democratic institutions, negotiation, social justice, social cohesion,  the intercultural / 

inter-religious dialogue, but also the implementation of the controlled-society inner 

mechanics, are just a few of the solutions introduced in this paper. 
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